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Stepwise Functionalization of a Pillar[5]arene-Containing
[2]Rotaxane with Pentafluorophenyl Ester Stoppers
Nihed Becharguia,[a, b] Emeric Wasielewski,[c] Rym Abidi,[b] Iwona Nierengarten,*[a] and
Jean-François Nierengarten*[a]

Dedicated to Prof. Maurizio Prato on the occasion of his 70th birthday.

Detailed investigations into the stepwise bis-functionalization of
a pillar[5]arene-containing rotaxane building block have been
carried out. Upon a first stopper exchange, the pillar[5]arene
moiety of the mono-acylated product is preferentially located
close to its reactive pentafluorophenyl ester stopper, thus
limiting the accessibility to the reactive carbonyl group by the
nucleophilic reagents. Selective mono-functionalization is thus
very efficient. Introduction of a second stopper is then possible
to generate dissymmetrical rotaxanes with different amide

stoppers. Moreover, when dethreading is possible upon the
second acylation, the pillar[5]arene plays the role of a
protecting group allowing the synthesis of dissymmetrical axles
that are particularly difficult to prepare under statistical
conditions. Finally, detailed conformation analysis of the
rotaxanes revealed that the position of the pillar[5]arene moiety
on its axle subunit is mainly governed by polar interactions in
nonpolar organic solvents, whereas solvophobic effects play a
major role in polar solvents.

Introduction

The chemistry of mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) has
been mainly focused on the development of new synthetic
strategies for their preparation.[1,2] As soon as efficient method-
ologies were developed, the pioneering work of Sauvage and
Stoddart revealed that MIMs are perfectly suited compounds for
the preparation of molecular machines.[3,4] MIMs are indeed able
to adopt very different conformations that can be intercon-
verted in a controlled manner by applying appropriate chem-

ical, electrical or optical stimuli.[5] On the other hand, the
intertwined structure of MIMs provides also a noncovalent
shielding protective effect decreasing the reactivity of some of
their subunits.[6–9] This effect has been beautifully exploited by
Anderson and co-workers to enhance the photostability of azo
and cyanine dyes encapsulated in macrocyclic components of
rotaxanes.[7–8] Similarly, sensitive molecular wires such as
cumulenes or oligoynes have been also stabilized by a
surrounding macrocycle in rotaxane architectures.[9] In contrast,
the chemical reactivity of MIMs has been largely overlooked.[6]

Moreover, only a few examples of post-synthetic modifications
in which the mechanical bonds alter the chemical reactivity of
one component in interlocked structures have been investi-
gated so far.[10] As part of this research, our group became
recently interested in the preparation of versatile pillar[5]arene-
containing rotaxane building blocks equipped with activated
stoppers allowing the synthesis of a large variety of derivatives
by stopper exchange reactions.[11–13] As these chemical trans-
formations occurred by either an addition/elimination mecha-
nism or a concerted nucleophilic substitution, no intermediate
allows for the disassembly of the interlocked molecular
ensemble and the rotaxane structure is fully preserved during
the stopper exchange reactions. In this paper, we now report
on a stepwise functionalization of a symmetrical pillar[5]arene-
based building block. As the first stopper exchange reaction is
fast and the second always significantly slower, mono-function-
alization of the rotaxane building block can be selectively
achieved. Therefore, the stepwise bis-functionalization of the
rotaxane starting material is easily carried out to generate
unsymmetrical rotaxanes with two different stoppers in ex-
cellent yields. Moreover, we have also shown that the pillar[5]-
arene moiety can act as a protecting group allowing the
efficient synthesis of unsymmetrically substituted compounds
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particularly difficult to prepare from a bifunctional starting
material lacking the macrocyclic moiety. Finally, detailed NMR
studies of the unsymmetrical [2]rotaxanes have been also
carried out to fully understand the influence of weak polar
interactions on their conformational preferences.

Results and Discussion

Stepwise stopper exchange

Rotaxane building block 1 was prepared as reported in the
literature (Scheme 1).[12] We have shown that reaction of 1 with
nucleophiles such as amines gave access to a wide range of
symmetrical rotaxanes with two identical amide stoppers.[12]

Interestingly, it was noticed that the first addition-elimination
was very fast but the second one significantly slower. This
observation suggested that steric hindrance resulting from the
presence of the macrocycle close to the pentafluorophenyl
ester stopper in the intermediate mono-acylated product may
limit the accessibility of the amine nucleophile for the second
stopper exchange. In order to evaluate the effect of the
pillar[5]arene moiety on the reactivity of the pentafluorophenyl
ester subunits in rotaxane 1, both 1 and model compound 2
were treated with one equivalent of various primary amine
reagents (3a–e). All the reactions were performed in THF at 0 °C
(Scheme 1). After 3 h, the resulting mixtures were filtered over a
short plug of silica gel and the crude materials directly analyzed

by 1H NMR spectroscopy to evaluate the outcome of the
reactions.

Secondary amine reagents 3f and g were also used. In these
particular cases, completion of the reactions with axle 2
required 12 h at 0 °C. At this temperature, no reaction was
observed between 3f and g and rotaxane 1 thus already
highlighting a significative influence of the pillar[5]arene moiety
on the reactivity of its pentafluorophenyl ester moieties. In the
case of 1, complete consumption of the secondary amine
reagents was only observed after several days at room temper-
ature. Again, the outcome of these reactions was directly
analyzed by recording 1H NMR spectra of the resulting crude
materials. In all the cases, the relative proportion of starting
material, mono- and bis-acylated products was derived from
the integration of the 1H NMR spectra recorded for the crude
materials. The results are summarized in Table 1. In the case of
axle 2, the two reactive pentafluorophenyl ester subunits are
independent and equivalent. As expected, the treatment of 2
with one equivalent of amine nucleophiles 3a–g always yielded
unreacted 2, 4a–g and 5a–g in a statistical 1 :2 :1 relative ratio.
Interestingly, this is not the case anymore when starting from
rotaxane 1. Effectively, formation of the mono-acylated product
was always largely favored thus revealing that the second
acylation of 6a–g leading to 7a–g is much slower when
compared to the first acylation of starting material 1. This
kinetic selectivity is ascribed to steric effects resulting from the
presence of the pillar[5]arene moiety that must be likely
attracted by the electro-deficient pentafluorophenyl stopper in
6a–g and thus limiting the accessibility of its reactive penta-

Scheme 1. Treatment of building blocks 1 and 2 with amine reagents 3a–g (1 equiv.). The proportions of starting material, mono-acylated and bis-acylated
products were determined based on analysis of the 1H NMR spectra recorded for the crude products (Table 1). i) 2 (1 equiv.), THF, 0 °C; ii) 1 (1 equiv.), THF, 0 °C
for 3a–e and RT for 3 f and g.
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fluorophenyl ester group. This view was fully supported by the
detailed analysis of the 1H NMR spectra of 6a–g (see below). It
is also worth noting that the temperature plays an important
role in the preferential formation of mono-amides 6a–g.
Effectively, the selectivity was significantly decreased when the
reaction was performed at room temperature rather than at
0 °C. This observation also fully supports the kinetic origin for
the selective formation of mono-amides from symmetrical
building block 1.

The reaction conditions were then optimized for the
preparative synthesis of mono-acylated products from 1 and
amine reagents 3a and 3b (Scheme 2). Treatment of amines 3a
and b with a one equiv. of 1 in THF at 0 °C provided mainly the
desired mono-amide products but small amounts of diacylated
byproducts were also formed under these conditions. Com-
pounds 6a and 6b were then isolated in a pure form in 94 and
87% yields, respectively. By using an excess of 1 (2 equiv.), only
residual traces of diacylated byproducts were observed and the
mono-acylated products were almost exclusively obtained. The
excess of starting rotaxane 1 and products 6a and b were then
easily separated by column chromatography on silica gel owing
to a large difference in polarity. Compounds 6a and 6b were

isolated in 98 and 97% yields, respectively. Importantly, treat-
ment of 3a and b (1 equiv.) with model compound 2 (2 equiv.)
under the same conditions provided the corresponding mono-
amide products (4a and b) with significant amounts of di-
acylated byproducts 5a and b. Under these conditions,
compounds 4a and 4b were isolated in 66 and 61% yields,
respectively. By further increasing the excess of 2 (3 equiv.), the
yields in 4a and 4b were improved to 88 and 75%, respectively.
However, significative amount of bis-acylated were still ob-
tained under these conditions.

The conditions optimized for the preparation of 6a and b
were then used for the synthesis of compounds 6c–g. For
primary amines 3c–e, treatment with an excess of 1 (2 equiv.)
in THF at 0 °C provided mono-amide rotaxanes 6c–e in
excellent yields. With the secondary amine reagents 3f and g,
the reactions with 1 were carried out at room temperature.
Compounds 6f and 6g were thus obtained in very good yields.

Mono-amide rotaxanes 6a–g were fully characterized by
NMR and IR spectroscopies and mass spectrometry. Crystals
suitable for X-ray crystal structure analysis were obtained for
both 6a and 6b. The structures are shown in Figure 1. Owing to
their D5-symmetry imposed by their pillar[5]arene subunit,
compounds 6a and 6b are chiral. Close inspection of the crystal
lattice revealed that both 6a and 6b crystallized as racemates.
As shown in Figure 1, π-stacked pairs of enantiomers with
opposite chirality are effectively observed in both cases. Further
inspection of the supramolecular organization within the
crystals of 6a and 6b revealed a very similar packing. Indeed,
both compounds gave crystals belonging to the same mono-
clinic lattice for space group 14, namely P21/c for 6a and P21/n
for 6b. These space groups refer actually to the same lattice but
they differ in the choice of the axes used to define the unit cell.
Both 6a and 6b adopt a similar conformation in the solid state.
Moreover, similar intermolecular interactions are observed
between neighboring molecules in the two crystal lattices. In

Table 1. Relative proportion of starting material, mono- and bis-acylated
products derived from integration of the 1H NMR spectra recorded for the
crude materials resulting from the reaction of 1 and 2 with 1 equiv. of
amine reagents 3a–g in THF at 0 °C for 3 h (3a–e) or at RT for 3 days (3f
and g).

Amine 2/4a–g/5a–g 1/6a–g/7a–g

3a 24/52/24 3/94/3

3b 25/50/25 7/87/6

3c 23/51.3/25.7 3/94/3

3d 28/48/24 10/81/9

3e 25/50/25 13/74/13

3f 25/50/25 19/76/5

3g 25/50/25 5/90/5

Scheme 2. Preparation of mono-acylated products from building blocks 1
and 2. i) 2 (2 equiv.), THF, 0 °C (4a: 66%; 4b: 61%); ii) 2 (3 equiv.), THF, 0 °C
(4a: 88%; 4b: 75%); iii) 1 (1 equiv.), THF, 0 °C (6a: 94%; 6b: 87%); iv) 1
(2 equiv.) THF, 0 °C for 3a–e and RT for 3f–g (6a: 98%; 6b: 97%; 6c: 91%;
6d: 94%; 6e: 98%; 6 f: 98%; 6g: 91%).

Figure 1. Pairs of enantiomers observed in the X-ray crystal structures of A)
6a and C) 6b. Views highlighting remarkable intermolecular interactions
within the crystal lattice of B) 6a and D) 6b; NH⋯O distances: 2.259 Å for 6a
and 2.365 Å for 6b (H: white, F: light green, O: red, N: blue, C: grey for the
axle and pale blue for the pillar[5]arene moiety).
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both cases, the electron-deficient pentafluorophenol aromatic
ring is interacting with the electron-rich hydroquinone subunit
of a neighboring pillar[5]arene. In addition, the amide NH group
of the axle of one rotaxane is interacting with the O atom of a
pillar[5]arene moiety belonging to another neighboring rotax-
ane molecule. The establishment of this particular interaction is
forcing the � (CH2)10� chain of the axle moiety to adopt a tilted
conformation. As a result, the pillar[5]arene moiety of the
rotaxanes is pushed far from its amide stopper. The peculiar
position of the macrocyclic moiety close to the pentafluor-
ophenyl ester subunits observed in the solid state is therefore
not ascribed to an attractive interaction of the pillar[5]arene for
its more electro-deficient stopper but is more likely related to
packing forces allowing to maximize favorable intermolecular
H-bonding and π-π-stacking interactions within the crystal
lattice of 6a or 6b.

In solution, dynamic gliding motions of the pillar[5]arene
subunit along the � (CH2)10� chain of the axle moiety of
rotaxanes 6a–g are expected. However, the observed kinetic
effects allowing the preferential formation of mono-amides 6a–
g from 1 suggest that the pillar[5]arene is somehow attracted
by its pentafluorophenyl ester stopper in 6a–g. In order to
support this hypothesis, the chemical shift observed in the
1H NMR spectra for the methylene moieties of the � (CH2)10�

chain of rotaxanes 6a–g were carefully analyzed. As a typical
example, the 1H NMR spectra recorded at 25 °C in CDCl3 for
rotaxane 6b and the corresponding axle 4b are shown in
Figure 2. When compared to axle 4a, a dramatic shielding is
observed for all the signals arising from the � (CH2)10� chain for
rotaxane 6b. This is due to the ring current effect of the
pillar[5]arene aromatic moieties on the CH2 groups of the axle
in 6b. Clearly, all the methylene groups are affected thus
showing that there is no preferential conformation. In other

words, dynamic gliding motions of the pillar[5]arene subunit
along the � (CH2)10� chain must be very fast on the NMR
timescale. However, the shielding effect is more important for
H(2), H(3), H(4) and H(5) thus suggesting a higher probability of
presence of the pillar[5]arene subunit over these specific
positions. Therefore, the electron-rich macrocycle must be on
average closer to the most electro-deficient stopper. Similar
effects were also evidenced for 6a and 6c–g. (Table 2).

In all the cases, analysis of the chemical shifts observed for
the methylene moieties of the � (CH2)10� chain in the 1H NMR of
the dissymmetrical rotaxanes were fully consistent with a
preferential presence of the macrocycle close to the pentafluor-
ophenyl ester stopper. Favorable donor–acceptor electronic
effects may therefore slightly lower the energy of this particular
position explaining why it is more populated. As a result, the
accessibility of the reactive carbonyl group in 6a–g by
nucleophilic reagents must be more difficult thus explaining
well the efficient preparation of mono-amide rotaxanes from
building block 1. Interestingly, detailed analysis of the chemical
shifts of the methylene groups of 6a–g as a function of the
amide stopper revealed also some interesting trends. The
probability of presence of the macrocycle close to the
pentafluorophenyl stopper is increased when the amide
stopper is electron-rich (6a) or rather bulky (6c) as suggested
by a more important shielding for the signals ascribed to H(2–5)
and a less important one for those corresponding to the
resonances of H(6–9). This view is fully consistent with the
different relative proportions of starting material, mono- and
bis-acylated products obtained in the initial reactions of 1 with
primary amines 3a–e (Scheme 1, Table 1), the preferential
formation of mono-amide rotaxanes being effectively more
favorable with amine reagents 3a and 3c when compared to
the other ones.

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz) recorded for 4b and 6b in CDCl3 at 25 °C.
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To fully understand the influence of the different stoppers
on the conformational equilibria observed for rotaxanes 6a–g,
the formation of host–guest complexes between pillar[5]arene
8 and model compounds 9a–c was investigated (Figure 3). The
ability of 9a–c to form inclusion complexes with pillar[5]arene 8
was investigated by 1H NMR binding studies in CDCl3 at 298 K.
The association constants (KA) for the 1 :1 complexes were

estimated on the basis of the complexation-induced changes in
chemical shift by using curve fitting analysis. The logKA values
thus obtained are 0.38(2) for 9a, 0.82(1) for 9b and 1.08(2) for
9c. The formation of the host–guest complex is significantly
more favorable for guest 9c. These observations are fully
consistent with the observed conformational preferences for
rotaxanes 6a and 6b, and explains well why the peripheral
position of the pillar[5]arene close to the pentafluorophenyl
ester stopper is favored.

Having now in hand an efficient procedure to easily
produce dissymmetrical rotaxane building blocks from 1, we
decided to further investigate their possible functionalization to
produce rotaxanes with two different amide stoppers.[14] As
shown in Scheme 3, treatment of 6a with amine 3b in THF at
room temperature gave rotaxane 10 with two different amide
stoppers. The preparation of 10 was also performed by
reversing the order of the successive stopper exchange
reactions. Specifically, reaction of 6b with amine 3a afforded
10 in a good yield.

Compound 10 was also directly prepared from 1 by a one-
pot approach. In this particular case, the order of addition of
the different amine reagents was important. It was decided to
use amine 3a first as this reagent was more selective for the
preparation of a mono-amide intermediate (Table 1). Rotaxane
1 was thus first treated with amine 3a (1 equiv.) in THF at 0 °C.
Upon 3 h, 3a was totally consumed and the second amine
reagent, namely 3b, was added to the reaction mixture and the
temperature increased to room temperature. Compound 10
was thus obtained in 89% yield.

Rotaxane 10 was characterized by a combination of differ-
ent analytical tools. Crystals suitable for X-ray crystal analysis
were obtained by slow diffusion of acetonitrile into a CH2Cl2/
MeOH solution of 10. As shown in Figure 4, compound 10 co-
crystallized with a methanol molecule that is interacting with
the O atom of a carbonyl group of the axle moiety of the
rotaxane through a H-bond. In addition to the classical
intermolecular C� H⋯π interactions between the aromatic
moieties of the pillar[5]arene subunit and the methylene groups
of the axle located within its cavity,[12] the occurrence of an
intramolecular H-bond between one NH of the axle and an
oxygen of the pillar[5]arene subunit is also observed. Interest-
ingly, the dodecyl chain of 10 does not adopt a fully extended
conformation but is folded. As already observed in the crystal

Table 2. Chemical shifts (δ in ppm) of the methylene units of the � (CH2)10� chain in the 1H NMR spectra recorded at 25 °C in CDCl3 for dissymmetrical
rotaxanes 6a–g (for the numbering, see Figure 2).

Compound H(1) H(2) H(3) H(4) H(5) H(6) H(7) H(8) H(9) H(10)

6a 1.86 � 0.05 � 1.83 � 1.69 � 0.38 0.34 0.63 0.86 1.45 2.11

6b 2.02 0.31 � 1.18 � 1.11 � 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.94 1.87

6c 1.71 � 0.31 � 2.25 � 2.07 � 0.56 0.35 0.83 1.08 1.50 2.04

6d 1.86 � 0.06 � 1.85 � 1.70 � 0.36 0.37 0.67 0.85 1.36 1.98

6e 1.81 � 0.22 � 2.13 � 1.93 � 0.41 0.49 0.97 1.24 1.68 2.26

6f 1.77 � 0.27 � 2.25 � 2.04 � 0.44 0.52 1.08 1.35 1.86 2.56

6g 1.69 � 0.37 � 2.35 � 2.11 � 0.48 0.50 1.04 1.29 1.69 2.42

Figure 3. The formation of host–guest complexes from model compounds
9a–c and pillar[5]arene 8; the logKA values derived from 1H NMR binding
studies in CDCl3 at 298 K are 0.38 (2) for 9a, 0.82 (1) for 9b and 1.08 (2) for
9c.

Scheme 3. Preparation of compound 10. i) 3b, THF, RT (93%); ii) 3a, THF, RT
(98%); iii) 3a, THF, 0 °C, then 3b, THF, RT (89%).
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lattice of related rotaxanes,[12,15] packing forces are likely
responsible for the folding of the decyl chain in order to
optimize favorable intermolecular contacts. This is fully sup-

ported by the observation of intermolecular π-π interactions
between the electro-deficient bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl rings
with electron-rich hydroquinone moieties of neighboring pillar-
[5]arenes leading to the formation of infinite supramolecular
chains in the crystal lattice (Figure 3B). Compound 10 is chiral
and crystallized as a racemate. Indeed, the two enantiomers are
organized in anti-parallel supramolecular chains interacting
through π-π interactions between enantiomeric pillar[5]arene
moieties.

The pillar[5]arene as a protecting group

The stopper exchange reaction from building blocks 6a and b
is particularly useful to produce rotaxanes with different amide
stoppers as shown with the preparation of compound 10.
However, reaction of 6a and b with a relatively small amine
reagent should promote the disassembly of the rotaxane
structure and thus provide the corresponding components
separately. As the mono-functionalization is by far more
efficient and selective for rotaxane building block 1 when
compared to model compound 2, rotaxanes such as 6a and b
appear to be attractive building blocks for the efficient
preparation of dissymmetrical axle products. In this case, the
pillar[5]arene moiety plays the role of a recyclable protecting
group allowing the successive introduction of two different
terminal amide subunits onto axle 2. In this respect, amine 11
was selected as the nucleophile (Scheme 4). Compounds 12a
and b were prepared by following two distinct synthetic routes,

Figure 4. A) ORTEP plot of the structure of 10·MeOH highlighting the
intramolecular H-bond between the NH group of the axle and an O atom of
the macrocycle as well as the H-bond between the axle and the co-
crystallized solvent molecule (H: white, F: light green, O: red, N: blue, C: grey
for the axle and pale blue for the pillar[5]arene moiety; the disorder of some
CF3 groups has been omitted for clarity; thermal ellipsoids are shown at 50%
probability level). B) Stacking within the 10·MeOH lattice highlighting the
intermolecular π-π interactions between neighboring rotaxanes.

Scheme 4. Preparation of dissymmetrical axles 12a and b by following two different synthetic routes, and synthesis of rotaxane 15 with an elongated axle.
i) THF, RT (from 4a: 12a: 95%; from 4b: 12b: 91%); ii) 11, THF, RT (from 6a: 12a: 93% and 8: 92%; from 6b: 12b: 92% and 8: 97%); iii) 6a, THF, RT (14: 69%
and 8: 99%); iv) 6b, THF, RT (98%).
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the first one is using rotaxane intermediates whereas the
second one is based on the stepwise functionalization of the
axle. As already discussed, the mono-functionalization of 2 with
amines 3a and b was poorly selective thus leading to 4a and b
in moderate yield. Moreover, the purification of both 4a and b
by column chromatography on SiO2 was particularly difficult
owing to the formation of significant amounts of bis-amide
byproducts (5a and b) close in polarity. Treatment of 4a and b
with amine 11 afforded dissymmetrical axle 12a and b in good
yields. These compounds were then prepared by using the
rotaxane strategy. In contrast to the first synthesis, high yields
were obtained for the first step leading to rotaxane building
blocks 6a and b. The selective mono-functionalization of 1 is a
clear advantage as it prevents difficult purifications and is thus
by far more convenient. Reaction of 6a and b with amine 11
finally provided 12a and b in good yields together with
pillar[5]arene 8 that escaped the axle upon reaction with 11
because the methoxyethyl group is too small to act as a stopper
to preserve the rotaxane structure. The two products were
conveniently separated by column chromatography. Impor-
tantly, over 90% of pillar[5]arene 8 was recovered in both cases.
Recycling of the pillar[5]arene protecting group is therefore
effective. Not only the synthetic route using rotaxane building
blocks was more convenient from a practical point of view due
to easier purifications, the overall yields for the preparation of
12a–b over the two steps were also much higher (91 vs. 63%
for 12a and 89 vs. 55% for 12b).

This strategy was then applied to prepare a [2]rotaxane with
an elongated axle (Scheme 4). Reaction of 6a with a large
excess of diamine 13 (5 equiv.) in THF gave 14 as well as
pillar[5]arene 8. Compound 14 was then isolated in 69% yield.
The pillar[5]arene protecting group was also recovered in 99%
yield. It can be noted that the preparation of amine 14 was also
attempted by direct treatment of 4a with an excess of 13
(5 equiv.). In this particular case, the purification of 14 was very
difficult owing to the formation of large amounts of diacety-
lated byproducts and the isolated yield was lower (47%).
Finally, treatment of amine 14 with building block 6b in THF at
room temperature gave 15 in 98% yield. With its very long axle
component, [2]rotaxane 15 is an extended analogue of 10.

Conformation analysis

With rotaxanes 10 and 15 in hand, the shuttling processes of
the pillar[5]arene macrocycle along their axle were then
investigated in detail.[16] In the solid state, the pillar[5]arene
subunit of rotaxane 10 is located close to the electron-rich
dimethoxyphenyl stopper. As already mentioned for 6a and b,
this peculiar conformation generates the most favorable
intermolecular interactions within the crystal lattice of 10 but is
not necessarily correlated with the conformational preferences
of rotaxane 10 in solution. Obviously, one may expect random
gliding motions of the pillar[5]arene moiety all along its decyl
axis. However, some specific discrete positions maybe favored
owing to the nature of the stopper or through the establish-
ment of H-bonding interactions between one of the NH groups
of the axle and an O atom of the pillar[5]arene component. This
prompted us to analyze in details the 1H NMR spectra recorded
for rotaxane 10 at different temperatures and in different
solvents (Figure 5 and Figure S2b in the Supporting Informa-
tion). In addition, the NMR data of rotaxane 10 were systemati-
cally compared to those of model compounds (5a–b and 7a–
b). Furthermore, model axle 16 was also synthesized for
comparison purposes (Scheme 5).

The chemical shifts observed for the methylene moieties of
the � (CH2)10� chain in the 1H NMR of 10, 5a–b, 7a–b and 16
are gathered in Table 3. In all the cases, 2D NMR COSY and
ROESY spectra were analyzed for an unambiguous assignment
of all the signals. For rotaxanes 10 and 7a–b, the resonances
arising from their axle moieties are clearly distinguished. When
compared to 5a–b and 16, the important shielding observed
for the protons of the methylene groups of the � (CH2)10� linker
provides a diagnostic signature for the interlocked structure of
10 and 7a–b (Table 3, Figure S1). For both symmetrical
rotaxanes, all the signals of the CH2 units of the decyl chain are
affected by the ring current effect of the aromatic ring of their
pillar[5]arene component. The shielding is however more
important for H(3,4) in the case of 7a and for H(7,8) in the case
of 7b showing that these particular methylene groups have a
higher probability of presence in the cavity of the macrocycle.
In other words, the pillar[5]arene moieties are preferentially
located on the periphery of the axle. However, gliding motions
of the pillar[5]arene from one end to the other of the axle are
faster than the NMR timescale under these conditions as the
two stoppers appear as equivalent. It can be also noted that the

Table 3. Chemical shifts (δ in ppm) of the methylene units of the � (CH2)10� chain in the 1H NMR spectra recorded at 25 °C in CD2Cl2 for compounds 10, 7a–
b, 5a–b and 16. For clarity, the proton numbering used for 10 has been kept to assign the corresponding protons in symmetrical rotaxanes 7a–b and in
axles 5a–b and 16 (see Figures 5 and S1).

Compound H(1) H(2) H(3) H(4) H(5) H(6) H(7) H(8) H(9) H(10)

10 1.81 0.93 0.27 0.17 0.17 � 0.03 � 0.83 � 1.17 � 0.13 1.23

7a 1.56 0.51 � 0.46 � 0.46 0.00

7b 0.19 � 0.29 � 0.49 0.37 1.51

16 2.23 1.64 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.64 2.18

5a 2.23 1.62 1.29 1.29 1.29

5b 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.61 2.16
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nature of the stopper has an influence on the preferential
positions of the macrocycle.

The multiplicity of the two diastereotopic benzylic meth-
ylene groups are effectively different in 7a and 7b. A doublet
of AB is observed for H(d/d’) in 7b showing an effective transfer
of the chiral information from the pillar[5]arene to this meth-
ylene group in agreement with a high probability of presence
of the macrocycle close to the periphery. In contrast, the chiral
information transfer is not effective in the case of 7a.
Effectively, H(a/a’) appears as a doublet in 7a at room temper-
ature. This observation suggests that the pillar[5]arene has a
lower probability of presence in the peripheral positions within
7a when compared to 7b. It seems therefore that weak
through space interactions between the electron-rich pillar[5]-
arene moiety and the stopper may also play a role in the
distribution of all the possible conformers in rotaxanes 7a and
b. These very weak intramolecular polar interactions are
obviously more attractive in the case of the electron-deficient
bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl stopper (7b) when compared to the
electron-rich dimethoxyphenyl stopper (7a). In the case of
unsymmetrically substituted rotaxane 10 the most important
shielding is observed for the signals arising from the methylene

groups H(7,8) of the � (CH2)10� axle. Therefore, the macrocycle is
preferentially located close to the most electro-deficient bis-
(trifluoromethyl)phenyl stopper. This view is also fully sup-
ported by the comparison of the chemical shifts of the
methylene groups in 10 with those in 7a–b. Effectively, when
compared to 7b, the resonances of H(7,8) are significantly
upfield shifted in 10. At the same time, the resonances of H(3,4)
are downfield shifted when going from 7a to 10. Moreover, a
doublet of AB is observed for H(d/d’) showing an effective
transfer of the chiral information from the pillar[5]arene to this
methylene group. In contrast, the chiral information transfer is
not effective in the case of H(a/a’). This is also in full agreement
for a higher population of conformers in which the macrocycle
is close to the electron-deficient stopper.

To further understand the dynamic conformational equili-
brium of 10 and 7a–b, 1H NMR spectra were also recorded at
different temperatures (Figure S2a and b). If there are effectively
energetically favored conformations, their population should be
increased by lowering the temperature. In all the cases, limited
chemical shift changes are observed for the signals of the decyl
chain of the axle but the upfield shift observed by lowering the
temperature for the resonances of H(7,8) in 10 and 7b is
consistent with a slight preference for conformations in which
these particular methylene groups are within the cavity of the
pillar[5]arene. Similar upfield shifts are also observed for the
resonances of H(3,4) in both 10 and 7a. Therefore, peripheral
positions of the macrocycle are also favored for the electron-
rich stopper. Clearly, conformations in which the pillar[5]arene
subunit are located close to the stoppers are slightly energeti-
cally favored whatever the nature of the stopper. The stabiliza-

Figure 5. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz) recorded for rotaxane 10 in A) [D6] DMSO and B) CD2Cl2 at 298 K. For clarity, the proton numbering used for 10 has been
kept to assign the corresponding protons in symmetrical rotaxanes 7a and b.

Scheme 5. Preparation of model compound 16. i) 3b, THF, RT (94%).
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tion is however more pronounced when the stopper is
electron-deficient as shown by the difference in chemical shift
observed for H(3,4) and H(7,8) in the case of rotaxane 10. On
the other hand, in all the cases, transfer of the chiral
information from the pillar[5]arene to the benzylic methylene
groups H(a/a’) and H(d/d’) is more and more effective when
lowering the temperature. This is also in complete agreement
with a higher probability of presence of the chiral macrocycle
on the peripheral positions close to these diastereotopic CH2

moieties when lowering the temperature. The energy barrier to
switch from one peripheral position to the other is however low
as the dynamic exchange is still faster than the NMR timescale
at 208 K for all the rotaxanes. Overall, detailed analysis of the
NMR data recorded in CD2Cl2 for compounds 10 and 7a–b
revealed fast dynamic gliding motions of the macrocycle along
the decyl chains of the axle. Conformations in which the
pillar[5]arene is close to the stopper are slightly stabilized by
either polar interactions and/or the occurrence of intramolecu-
lar H-bonding interactions. In the particular case of 10, addi-
tional weak through space donor-acceptor attractive interac-
tions between the bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl moiety and the
pillar[5]arene contribute to further stabilize conformations in
which the macrocycle is close to its electron-deficient stopper.
The influence of the different amide stoppers on the conforma-
tional equilibria observed for rotaxanes 10 and 7a–b was also
in agreement with the differences observed for the KA values of
the host–guest complexes obtained from model compounds
9a–b and pillar[5]arene 8 (Figure 5). The meta-substituents of
the terminal benzylic groups have effectively an effect on the KA

values, the formation of the host–guest complex being more
favorable for the guest with the electron-deficient bis-
(trifluoromethyl)benzyl substituent. This is fully consistent with
the influence of the different stoppers on the conformation
observed in the case of rotaxane 10. The difference in Gibbs
free energy (ΔΔG0) between 9a and 9b is 2.5 kJmol� 1 under the
experimental conditions used for the binding studies (CDCl3,
298 K). This small energy difference is sufficient to significantly
influence the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the different
possible conformers of 10 and explains well why the peripheral
position of the pillar[5]arene close to the bis(trifluoromethyl)-
benzyl stopper is favored.

In order to evaluate the role of hypothetical H-bonding
interactions between the NH groups of the axle subunit and the
O atoms of the pillar[5]arene moiety in rotaxanes 10 and 7a–b,
a competitive H-bonding donor/acceptor was added to CD2Cl2
solutions of 10 and 7a–b. The observed changes upon addition
of methanol to CD2Cl2 solutions of 10 and 7a–b are shown in
Figure S3. Only very minor changes in chemical shifts were
detected for the resonances of the methylene moieties of the
decyl chains. Therefore, the average position of the macrocycle
on the axle of 10 and 7a–b is not affected by the presence of
an excess of methanol thus showing that H-bonding plays only
a very minor role if any in the preferential peripheral positions
of the macrocyclic component on the axle of the rotaxane. The
conformation of 10 and 7a–b is therefore mainly governed by
weak dipole-dipole interactions in a non-polar organic solvent
such as methylene chloride. This view is also consistent with

the conformational preferences observed for rotaxanes 6a–e.
For all these compounds, the macrocyclic component is
preferentially located close to its pentafluorophenyl ester
stopper despite possible additional intercomponent H-bonding
interactions between the NH of the other stopper with an O
atom of the pillar[5]arene subunit (see below).

To further understand the conformational preferences of
rotaxanes of 10 and 7a–b, 1H NMR spectra were also recorded
in polar organic solvents, namely [D6]DMSO and/or [D7]DMF.
Under these conditions, polar interactions are expected to be
disfavored while solvophobic effects are expected to be
stronger.[17] The 1H NMR spectra recorded for 10 and 7a–b in
different solvents are shown in Figures 5 and S4. In all the cases,
dramatic chemical shift changes were observed for the
resonances of the methylene groups of the decyl chain when
going from a nonpolar to a polar solvent. The position of the
pillar[5]arene moiety on its axle moiety is actually highly
sensitive to the solvent polarity. Analysis of the relative
chemical shifts of the methylene groups in 10 and 7a–b
revealed that the pillar[5]arene moiety is preferentially located
in the middle of the decyl chains in polar media. The Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution of all the possible conformers is there-
fore highly sensitive to the solvent polarity. In nonpolar solvents
(CH2Cl2 or CHCl3), intramolecular dipole–dipole interactions play
a major role. As a result, conformations in which the macrocycle
is close to its stoppers are favored. When the two stoppers are
different as in the case of 10, the peripheral position close to
the most electron-deficient stopper is more populated owing to
favorable trough-space donor–acceptor interactions. In contrast,
such polar interactions are disfavored in polar solvents (DMSO
or DMF). Solvophobic effects are actually dominating the
conformational preferences of 10 and 7a–b. Obviously, the
terminal amide functions of 10 and 7a–b are well solvated by
DMF or DMSO while repulsive interactions between the decyl
chain and the polar solvent molecules are expected. As a result,
the macrocycle is preferentially located in the middle of the
axle subunit to limit unfavorable interactions between the decyl
chain and the solvent.

Conformational analysis of rotaxane 15 with a longer axle
was also carried out based on NMR studies. The 1H NMR of 15
recorded in CDCl3 at room temperature is depicted in Figure 6.
Considering the shielding effect of the pillar[5]arene moiety on
the resonances of the methylene groups located within its
cavity, it appears clear that the macrocycle is located over the
two decyl subunits of the axle (stations 1 and 3). The dynamic
exchange by gliding motions must be however close to the
NMR timescale under these conditions as some signals of the
decyl chain are broadened. In contrast, the chemical shifts of
the CH2 groups of the tri(ethylene glycol) spacer are observed
at regular chemical shifts thus showing that the macrocycle is
on average not preferentially located on the tri(ethylene glycol)
station of its axle unit. To fully confirm the fast gliding motions
of the macrocycle all over its molecular string, variable temper-
ature NMR studies were carried out. The 1H NMR spectra of 15
recorded at various temperature are shown in Figures S5 and
S6. By increasing the temperature, a perfectly reversible
narrowing is observed for the signals of the methylene groups
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of the decyl moieties. At high temperature, the dynamic
exchange between the two possible conformers in which the
pillar[5]arene is located over one or the other decyl station is
faster than the NMR timescale. In contrast, at low temperature,
the dynamic exchange becomes slower than the NMR timescale
and the 1H NMR spectrum recorded at 208 K in CD2Cl2
corresponds to the superposition of the spectra of two
conformers differing by the position of the pillar[5]arene over
its axle (Figure S6). The macrocycle is either located over one or
the other decyl station. A detailed analysis of the spectrum
recorded at this temperature revealed that the relative
proportion of the two conformers is similar. Based on the
integration, a 56 :44 ratio is deduced, the major conformer
being the one in which the decyl station bearing the bis-
(trifluoromethyl)benzyl stopper (station 3) is occupied. Based on
a Boltzmann population analysis at 208 K, this corresponds to
an average difference of energy lower than 1 kJmol� 1 between
the two conformations. The attractive effect of the electron-
deficient stopper is very weak and clearly not sufficient to
obtain a perfect conformational control in rotaxane 15. More-
over, dynamic gliding motions of the macrocycle over the long
axle of 15 generate a large number of possible conformations

relatively close in energy. Considering the Maxwell–Boltzmann
population of all these discrete conformers in dynamic
exchange, the multiplication of possible positions for the
macrocycle limits also the occupancy of the energetically
favored one as its additional stabilization is very weak. The free
energy of activation ΔG� for the dynamic exchange was
obtained by analyzing the coalescence of several signals. The
ΔG� value thus deduced is 47�1 kJmol� 1. Overall, the variable
temperature NMR studies of rotaxane 15 revealed that pillar[5]-
arene is preferentially located over its two decyl stations. Due
to the presence of the bis(trifluoromethyl)benzyl stopper,
station 3 is slightly favored but the attractive effect between
the electron-rich pillar[5]arene and the electron-deficient
stopper is extremely weak. In contrast, station 2 is not
significantly populated by the macrocycle and can be consid-
ered as the transition state for the dynamic exchange allowing
the macrocycle to shuttle back and forth between the two
different decyl stations. At high temperature, dynamic exchange
between the two degenerate states is faster than the NMR
timescale. In contrast, the two conformers are clearly distin-
guished at low temperature.

Figure 6. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of compound 15 recorded in CDCl3 at 298 K and conformational equilibrium deduced from the variable temperature
studies.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have reported detailed investigations into the
mono-functionalization of rotaxane building block 1 bearing
two equivalent pentafluorophenyl ester stoppers. Upon a first
stopper exchange, the pillar[5]arene moiety of the mono-
acylated product is preferentially located close to its reactive
pentafluorophenyl ester stopper. As a result, it is more difficult
for the nucleophilic reagents to access the reactive carbonyl
group, thus allowing the efficient preparation of mono-amide
rotaxanes from 1. The synthetic utility of the resulting building
blocks bearing only one activated stopper has been demon-
strated with the efficient preparation of dissymmetrical rotax-
anes 10 and 15. We have also shown that the pillar[5]arene can
act as a protecting group for the synthesis of dissymmetrical
axles that are particularly difficult to prepare under statistical
conditions. Finally, conformation analysis of rotaxanes 10 and
15 revealed a fast gliding motion of the pillar[5]arene
component over its axle subunit. Conformers in which the
pillar[5]arene moiety is located close to its most electron-
deficient stopper are slightly energetically favored in solution in
the case of rotaxane 10 with a relatively short axle unit. Similar
effects are, however, limited in the case of rotaxane 15 with an
elongated axle moiety. Weak energy differences resulting from
through-space donor–acceptor interactions and intramolecular
dipole–dipole interactions are not sufficient to control the
position of the macrocycle on a very long axle unit. In the case
of 15, a much higher number of conformers is possible. As they
are all close in energy, their Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution is
not favorable to significantly populating a higher proportion of
the conformer in which the macrocycle is close to its electron-
deficient stopper.

Experimental Section
Synthesis. The preparation and characterization of all the new
compounds are described in the Supporting Information. Com-
pounds 1,[12] 2[12] and 8[18] were prepared according to reported
procedures. Representative experimental procedures:

General procedure for the preparation of [2]rotaxanes 6a–e. A
mixture of 1 (2.0 equiv.) and the appropriate primary amine reagent
(3a–e, 1.0 equiv.) in anhydrous THF (1 mL/110 mg of 1) was stirred
at 0 °C for 3 h. The resulting mixture was filtered through a short
plug (SiO2, CH2Cl2), concentrated and purified by column chroma-
tography on SiO2 followed by gel permeation chromatography
(Biobeads SX-1, CH2Cl2).

General procedures for the preparation of [2]rotaxanes 6 f–g. A
mixture of 1 (2.0 equiv.) and the appropriate secondary amine
reagent (3f–g, 1.0 equiv.) in anhydrous THF (1 mL/110 mg of 1) was
stirred at RT for 6 days (6f) or 4 days (6g). The resulting mixture
was filtered through a short plug (SiO2, CH2Cl2), concentrated and
purified by column chromatography on SiO2 followed by gel
permeation chromatography (Biobeads SX-1, CH2Cl2).

Preparation of compound 10. A mixture of 6b (0.439 g, 0.29 mmol)
and 3a (0.059 g, 0.35 mmol) in anhydrous THF (3 mL) was stirred at
RT overnight. The resulting mixture was filtered through a short
plug (SiO2, CH2Cl2 containing 2% MeOH) and concentrated. Column
chromatography (SiO2, CH2Cl2 containing 2% MeOH) followed by

gel permeation chromatography (Biobeads SX-1, CH2Cl2) afforded
10 (0.419 g, 98%).

Preparation of compound 12 a. A solution of 6a (0.172 g,
0.12 mmol) and 11 (0.010 g, 0.13 mmol) in anhydrous THF (1.5 mL)
was stirred at RT. After 3 h, the reaction mixture was concentrated.
Column chromatography (SiO2, cyclohexane/CH2Cl2 (1 : 1) to CH2Cl2
containing 3% MeOH) gave compound 8 (0.098 g, 92%) and
compound 12a (0.049 g, 93%).

X-ray crystal structures: the crystallographic data and the refine-
ment parameters are reported in the Supporting Information for all
the compounds. Deposition Numbers 2302604 (for 6a), 2302607
(for 6b) and 2302603 (for 10) contain the supplementary crystallo-
graphic data for this paper. These data are provided free of charge
by the joint Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre and Fachinfor-
mationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures service.
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